Abstract: Storage or buffer capacities between successive machines in flowshop problems may be unlimited, limited or null. Two last cases can lead to blocking situations. In flowshop scheduling literature, many studies and research were realized about classical flowshop problem and also about some problems with only one blocking situation. This paper deals with makespan minimization in flowshop scheduling problems where mixed blocking constraints are considered. After a problem description and different blocking constraints definitions, complexity results for flowshop scheduling problems with mixed blocking constraints and a new type of blocking constraint (RCb*), are considered. A mathematical model is then proposed and numerical results are presented and discussed.
INTRODUCTION
In order to obtain high profits, modern production companies usually try to maximize their productivity. The latter goal can be achieved, among others, by optimal or almost optimal scheduling of jobs in production process while reducing storage capacity and even to remove it whenever possible. Storage capacity reduction between machines can lead to situations known in literature as blocking situations. Scheduling models differ on used technology and constraints applied in system. The most common scheduling problem is classical flowshop where buffer space capacity between machines is considered as unlimited. Other problems are characterized by only classical blocking constraint (RSb) where storage capacity is limited or null and others by a specific blocking constraint (RCb or RCb*) . In this paper, general case is presented which can be derived from industry and modeled as a flowshop problem subject to several types of blocking constraints, considering makespan as the optimization criterion.
The first article dealing with a flowshop problem was published fifty years ago (Johnson, 1954) . Since, many authors focused on different aspects of this problem. We can cite few articles: (Bellman and Gross, 1954) and (Bellman et al., 1982) for classical problem of a flowshop with two machines and (Nawaz et al., 1983) and (Carlier and Rebaï, 1996) for general case with multiple machines. For greater size problems, some heuristics and metaheuristics have been proposed as: (Iyer and Saxena, 2004) and (Siarry and Michalewicz, 2007 ).
For problems with classical blocking constraint (RSb), Sawik (1993 Sawik ( , 1995 proposed a heuristic for multi-stage flowshop problem, with and without storage capacity respectively. In (Wang et al., 2006) , authors developed a hybrid genetic algorithm for flowshop scheduling with limited buffers.
Other articles dealing with flowshop problems with RSb constraint like (Carraffa et al., 2001) and (Ronconi, 2005) can also be cited.
Regarding RCb constraint, an Integer Linear Programming (I.L.P) model and a metaheuristic are presented in (Martinez, 2005) for flow-shop and hybrid flow-shop cases. These problems have been solved in (Yuan and Sauer, 2007) and (Yuan et al., 2009 ) by a metaheuristic "Electromagnetismlike Mechanism". A new blocking constraint called RCb* has been proposed in (Trabelsi et al., 2009) which is a RCb constraint variant. In this work, authors propose heuristics to solve jobshop problems with RCb and RCb* constraints.
Finally, for articles that have dealt with different types of constraints mixed in a production system, we can cite (Martinez et al., 2006) and (Grabowski and Pempera, 2000) which consider a real-life problem of scheduling clients orders of concrete blocks in a factory of building industry modeled as a hybrid flowshop scheduling problem with mixed no-wait/no-store constraints and mixed bottleneck/non-bottleneck machines. To our knowledge, no other author was interested in solving flowshop problems simultaneously subjected to different types of blocking constraints on successive machines in a process.
In this paper, we describe different flowshop cases with one or more blocking constraints, we study complexity of some cases where different blocking constraints are mixed and propose a mathematical model for makespan minimization of a flowshop problem subject or not to various blocking constraints (RSb, RCb and RCb*) . This model is tested on various problems with Xpress-MP optimization software. This paper is organized as follows: flowshop scheduling problem and different types of blocking constraints are described in Section 2. Section 3 provides complexity results for flowshop scheduling problem with RCb* constraints, and for cases where two different types of constraints are mixed. Linear model is given in next section. Last section presents some concluding remarks.
PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
In flowshop scheduling problem, a set of n jobs, J = {J 1 , J 2 , …, J n }, must be executed on a set of m machines, M = {M 1 , M 2 , …, M m }. All jobs J i require the same operation order, O i = {O i1 , O i2 , …, O im }, that must be executed according a same manufacture process. Operation O ij needs an execution time P ij on machine M j ∈ M. Every machine can only execute one job at any time. In this paper, pre-emptive operation is not authorized. Objective function consists in determining best scheduling in order to reduce makespan, i.e. time where all operations are completed.
In the following, we present different cases of flowshop problem: classical flowshop problem with no blocking constraint ( Fig. 1) , a flowshop scheduling problem with only one blocking constraint present between all machines of process ( Fig. 2, 3 , and 4) and an example in which different blocking constraints are mixed (Fig. 5) . To illustrate these different cases, we consider an example with five jobs and five machines. Routing for jobs is as follows:
The following execution time matrix P ij , has list of machines In classical flowshop problem, buffer space capacity is considered as unlimited. Therefore, there is no blocking situation and system can be called Wb (Without blocking): a machine will be immediately available to execute next operation after its operation in process is finished. In the example ( Fig. 1) , machine M 1 is available to treat job J 4 operation as soon as job J 3 operation on M 1 will be finished. In the specific blocking RCb* (Release when Completing Blocking*), a machine will be immediately available to treat its next operation after its job on following machine in process is finished without regard to it leaves or not the machine. In the example (Fig. 3) , specific blocking RCb* differs from classical blocking RSb by the fact that machine M 1 remains blocked by job J 3 until its operation on machine M 2 is finished. In case of particular blocking constraint RCb, a machine will be immediately available to treat its next operation after operation of its job on the following machine in process is finished and that it has left this machine. This constraint was introduced for the first time by (Dauzère-Pérès et al., 2000) . Difference between RCb blocking and RCb* blocking is underlined by job J 3 ( Fig. 3 and 4) : in an RCb* blocking problem, machine M 1 remains blocked by job J 3 until its following operation on M 2 completion, whereas in RCb problem, blocking time is bigger since machine M 1 will only be available when its following operation on M 2 is completed and job J 3 leaves machine M 2 . This date corresponds to further following operation on M 3 beginning.
To describe a flowshop problem where different blocking constraints are mixed, we introduce a vector V which contains blocking constraints between machines, i.e. V i is blocking constraint between machines M i and M i+1 .. This vector has m-1 elements as much as number of transitions between machines. In the previous example, V = ( )
, i.e. RCb is blocking constraint between machines M 1 and M 2 . Thereby, we construct Gantt diagram as follows ( (Reddi and Ramamoorthy, 1972) which shows that flowshop scheduling problem with two machines and with classical blocking constraint can be reduced to a special case of traveling salesman problem. Later, in (Papadimitriou and Kanellakis, 1980) authors proved that this problem with intermediate storage capacity of one job is an NP-hard problem. Based on this result, it was shown in (Hall and Sriskandarajah, 1996) that flowshop scheduling problem with three machines and RSb constraint is a strongly NP-complete problem.
Complexity of flowshop problem with blocking RCb has been proved to be polynomial when m 3 and NP-hard when m 5 (Martinez et al., 2006) . Whereas when m = 4, complexity of this problem remains unsolved, although in some important cases, it has been proved as polynomial.
For cases where different blocking constraints are mixed, some problems with 4 machines remain polynomial: we can cite the example F4ŇRCb(1-2), RSb(2-3), RCb(3-4)ŇC max proved polynomial in (Martinez et al., 2006) . On the other hand, all problems with 5 machines or more are NP-hard.
Objective of this section is to provide complexity results for flowshop scheduling problems with Wb and RCb blocking constraints and a new type of blocking constraints (RCb*), which to our knowledge, has never been considered in scheduling literature. 
where S' i,j ∀ j ∈ {Į, ȕ} is job J i on machine M j starting time in optimal solution of equivalent F2ŇRSbŇ C max problem. Fig. 6 illustrates Theorem 1 proof for an example with two jobs presented by a disjunctive graph. Representation with disjunctive graph is often used to model shop scheduling problems. Classical representation has been introduced by (Roy and Sussman, 1964) , and an adaptation for blocking cases was presented in (Mati et al., 2001 
where S' i,j ∀ j ∈ {Į, 3} is job J i on machine M j starting time in optimal solution of equivalent F2ŇRCb*Ň C max problem.
LINEAR MODEL
In this section, we present a mathematical model for a flowshop problem subject to different blocking constraints. This model is based on the one presented by (Martinez, 2005) in order to minimize makespan of a flowshop with RCb constraint. We adapted this model to consider simultaneously different blocking constraints. Since jobs sequence is the same on all machines, the problem is to determine jobs permutation G that minimizes scheduling completion time or makespan. This is equivalent to minimizing last job end date of the sequence on last machine.
Parameters
Used parameters in this model are as follows:
-n : Jobs number.
-m : Machines number.
there is an h blocking between machine k and machine k+1 and 0 otherwise. With, h = 1 : if there is no blocking between machine k and machine k+1. h = 2 : if there is an RSb constraint between machine k and machine k+1. h = 3 : if there is an RCb* constraint between machine k and machine k+1. h = 4 : if there is an RCb constraint between machine k and machine k+1.
Variables
Used variables in this model are as follows: 
Model
The developed mathematical model is as follows: max Min C (2) With following constraints:
Equations meaning
Meaning of each model constraint is as follow: -Equation (2): Objective function of our problem: to minimize scheduling completion time.
-Equation (3): This constraint requires that makespan value must be greater than or equal to completion time of all jobs on last machine.
-Equation (4): Represents precedence constraint between same job successive operations: to start its operation on a machine, job must first finish its operation on above machine.
-Equation (5): This equation models different blocking constraints represented by parameter M h,k . For example, if there is an RSb constraint between machine k and machine k+1, equation (5) becomes: (6): This is a special case of above equation which only deals with penultimate machine. There is no blocking RCb at this stage because it depends of two following machines. -Equation (7): This is a special case of (5). It only deals with last machine which can only be without blocking.
-Equation (8) 
Experimental results
In this section we present numerical results for problems with different dimensions. For a fixed number of n jobs and m machines, Martinez generated 100 different instances (20 instances for problems marked with a star) (Martinez, 2005) . For each instance, ranges and execution times of operations have been randomly generated. Operation times were generated uniformly in interval [0, 99] . Tables 1, 2 , and 3 respectively indicate mean running time generated with our model and obtained by Xpress-MP optimization software to find optimal solution of problems Wb, RCb, and with mixed constraints. (Martinez et al., 2006) and F4ŇRCb(1-2), Sb(2-3), RCb(3-4) ŇC max proved polynomial in this paper (theorem 1).
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we described a flowshop problem with different blocking constraints, particularly when they are mixed in industrial system. We studied complexity of some cases where different blocking constraints are mixed. Then, we proposed a mathematical model for makespan minimization of a flowshop problem subject or not to various blocking constraints (RSb, RCb and RCb*) . This model is tested on various problems with Xpress-MP optimization software. We noted that flowshop problems with mixed blocking constraints are at most less complicated, so faster to find optimal solutions, than problems with only one blocking constraint. Future research will consist in working on complexity of more cases, proposing lower bounds for mixed problems and then in developing heuristics and metaheuristics for big-size problems.
